
Land Suitability Analysis 
for Parks Building in NYC

Park is one of the most important infrastructures for entertainment in 

our society. It has some landscapes and facilities to provide an open space for 

people to relax and have fun. Nowadays, there are hundreds of parks scattered 

all over New York City. They help New York City become a viably thriving 

urban space and attract more and more visitors. 

However, in the meanwhile, these parks receive large amounts of visitors, 

tourists, and residents, which cause burden for the management of parks. In 

this case, we need to make further plan about parks building in NYC and try 

to find the suitable place of parks building. 
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Introduction

Methods
In the project, I mainly use Suitability Analysis method to find the 

best place for parks building in NYC. I consider 5 factors which may affect 

choosing the most suitable place for park building. Here are the descriptions:

• Land Use Catergories - Place which is vacant or relatively easy to 

transform is suitable for parks building; 

• Assess Value - We should minimize the cost of buying land. So, the higher 

the value, the worse the suitability; 

• Service Area - New parks should be away from existing parks to avoid 

running against each other. So, the further, the better; 

• Visit Flow from CBG - This variable presents the demand of going to 

parks from the residents in CBG (census block groups). So, the higher the 

visit flow, the stronger the will that need more parks building; 

• Vist Flow to Parks - This variable presents the existing visit flow of parks. 

So, the higher the visit flow, the heavier the burden for parks, thus need 

more parks building.

And the table following is about the weight in model and meaning and 

value for each suitability score in each factor.
As the maps show above, we can find that after using weighted overlay to analyze the 5 reclassified 

factors maps in the right side of the poster, we can finally obtain the best place for future parks building 

in NYC (the red frame): one in the east of NYC and the other two in the southwest of NYC. 

In the future, I will concern to add more factors that may contribute to affect visit flow from CBG to 

parks in NYC into the suitability analysis model. And I will try to learn more analysis methods. Hope I 

can provide a more detailed and reliable conslusions from my research.
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